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DEMO REEL BREAKDOWN 

(WIT) The Witcher, Framestore IA/Netflix TV Series (2019) 

Layout using Maya, Light setup with Houdini, rendered in Arnold, composited with Nuke 

(TLK) The Lion King, MPC/Disney (2019) 

Light setup with Katana, rendered in Renderman, composited with Nuke 

(RPO) Ready Player One, ILM/Warner Bros (2018) 

Light setup with Katana, rendered in Renderman, composited with Nuke 

(JWFK) Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom, ILM/Universal (2018) 

Light setup with Katana, rendered in Renderman, composited with Nuke 

(Pas) Passengers, MPC/Columbia (2016) 

Modelled lights in Maya, exported to Katana, rendered in Renderman, composited with Nuke 

(TJB) The Jungle Book, MPC/Disney (2015) 

Light setup with Katana, rendered in Renderman, composited with Nuke 

(Mar) The Martian, MPC/Twentieth Century Fox (2015) 

Light setup with Katana, rendered in Renderman, composited with Nuke 

(GotG) Guardians of the Galaxy, Framestore/Disney (2014) 

Light setup with Maya, rendered in Arnold, composited with Nuke 

 

0:00 (RPO) Silhouette view of characters 

Full CG.  Shot lighting on the first finalled shot of the sequence. This was the key shot that 

set the look for the rest of the climax of the movie. Steven Spielberg loved the shot so 

much that he took pictures of it on his mobile phone during dailies as a keepsake. 

0:16 (TLK) Simba and Nala look over their shoulder 

Created custom light rig for this one-off shot. Shot lighting on everything in screen 

Created lighting rig for this sequence and worked out technical render problems for the shot 

artists. 

0:17 (TLK) Scar babysitting Simba 

Key and shot lighting on characters and environment 

0:32 (TLK) Moms giving kids a bath under a tree 

Set up light rig for sequence. Key lighting and shot lighting on characters and environment. 

Render assistance for junior TDs on other shots in sequence 

0:40 (JWFK) Brachiosaurus walking 

Shot lighting on brachiosaurus . Trailer shot 

0:46 (JWFK) Brachiosaurus walking 

Shot lighting on brachiosaurus and amber. Trailer shot 

0:50 (JWFK) Baby velociraptors playing 

Shot lighting on baby dinosaurs and toys 

1:00 (JWFK) Stiggysaurus in elevator 

Shot lighting on dinosaur, one off shots 
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1:06 (JWFK) Raptor in chute 

Shot lighting on dinosaur and chute 

1:07 (RPO) Artemis jumps out of portal and looks up at castle 

Shot lighting on everything in screen 

1:14 (RPO) Artemis in castle hallway 

Key and shot lighting for shots in the hallway. Was there for early stages of RPO to work on 

developing the lighting design for the hallway and the lava contribution 

1:22 (PAS) Spaceship flies by 

Not much concept art was done for the exterior practical lights for the spaceship, so I had to 

model them in Maya and/or decide which geometry of the spaceship was going to be turned 

into a geo light. Hand placed hundreds of these practical lights and published this setup for 

all lighters to use in their shots. Shot lighting done by Miguel Angel Perez Tejerina 

1:32 (Pas) Man shoots out of engine 

Developed the engine look and surrounding practical lights, hand placed hundreds of lights 

in Maya to catch details of the spaceship geometry for shot lighters to inherit.  Shot lighting 

done by Jiri Siska 

1:34 (Mar) Watney walks into rover, with VFX breakdown 

HDRI creation and light rig setup.  Helmet and windshield replacement, lighting on antenna 

and HAB. 

1:49 (TJB) Civets running up the tree 

Shot lighting on set and characters, full CG except for Mowgli 

1:51 (TJB) Mowgli chasing civets 

Shot lighting on set and characters, full CG except for Mowgli 

1:58 (TJB) Mudslide 

Light rig setup for sequence, did months of testing to optimize FX. Shot lighting on this full 

CG shot. Shot eventually finalled by Mathilde Tollec. 

2:03 (WIT) Side view of rock wall 

Layout of mountain created manually with hundreds of rocks in maya. Shot lighting done in 

Houdini 

2:04 (WIT) Top view of rock wall 

Layout of mountain created manually with hundreds of rocks in maya. Used houdini to 

generate and place trees. Shot lighting done in Houdini 

2:08 (WIT) Aerial view of castle in daytime 

Shot lighting on bridge and castle.  Placed fire and cool lights on castle for others to inherit. 

2:13 (WIT) Aerial view of castle at night 

Shot lighting on bridge, castle and characters.  Placed fire and cool lights on castle for 

others to inherit. 

2:15 (GotG) Wide prison view 

Shot lighting on set extension, animated spotlights. Was in charge of set extension while 

lead was away, did a little bit of look dev on lights and on doors. 

2:14 (GotG) Tower floats away 

Shot lighting on everything, full CG shot 

2:21 (GotG) Rocket plugging in cords  

Character lighting on Rocket 

 

 

 

 



Posters: 

I was designated to do most of the media and promotional items for Lion King, I worked 

directly with CG supervisor and led myself. Most posters had short turnover and only had 1 

or 2 days allocated for lighting. I created rigs for all shots. Strategized rendering for the 

very hi res size of the shots, also work with render TAs who had to restore old assets that 

may have been archived 

2:25 

Official US poster: Lighting on Mufasa and Simba 

IMAX Poster: Lighting on everything in shot. Had to strategize rendering for this 10k size 

and had to figure out the technicalities of tiling it 

2:26 

Headshot poster: Lighting on characters 

Desert poster: Lighting on everything in scene 

2:27 

Stacked Headshot poster: Lighting on characters 

Characters on rock poster: Lighting on characters 

2:28 

Individual character posters: Concept art wasn’t that informative except for maybe the color 

of the background, so I created most of these setups from scratch 

 

 

Music: At All by Kaytranada 

 


